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apsl.com.pg/index 
 
Homepage 
 
[Visual: lightbulb that lights up on hover over phone icon (mobile version)/lit lightbulb 
(desktop version)]  
 
Make the bright call  
 
[Phone icon (mobile version)/phone number (desktop version)] 
Fast 24/7 service 
 
[Button: Online enquiries (desktop version)] 
 
Get ahead of the game with specialists who understand the critical interplay between power 
generation, mains supply and downstream electrical applications. No one knows all power 
services like All Power Services. 
 
 
Sales, installations, maintenance and emergency response 
 
[Electrical services box]    [Power generation box] 
 
Electrical services     Power generation 
 
[Button: Find out more]    [Button: Find out more] 
 
 
[Visual: fireworks] 
 
Make 2025 a happy new year 
 
Fast-forward a little. In a few years time, how efficient will your electrical applications have 
been? How many blackouts will have you been through? How many generators? How many 
man-hours of downtime? And how high will the costs have been? 
 
It pays to get things right the first time. 
 
All Power Services leverage specialist knowledge and experience across the board of 
industrial, commercial and residential power generation, electricity, fire safety and data 
needs. From installing practical and cost-efficient systems for unit and office complexes 
through to sizing, installing and servicing generators for large factories and commercial 
premises, we keep you in a position of power. We pay close attention to every detail, and we 
do what we always advise our clients to do: Think ahead. 
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- Power generation and electrical 
- Industrial, commercial and domestic 
- Lae, Kimbe and Goroka branches 
- 40+ experienced staff 
- Installation, servicing and repairs 
- Spare parts 
- Rental equipment 
- Automatic transfer switches 
- Thermal imaging 
- Power analysis 
- 10 service vehicles 
- Fast 24/7 service 
- We listen to you  
  
 
Trusted by 
 
[Logos of major clients] 
 
[Footer with relevant information and Enquire button] 
 
 

____________________ 
 
apsl.com.pg/about 
 
About page 
 
Visual: confident APS technician looking up from data-logging tool; other APS staff and 
vehicles in background] 
 
About time 
 
Why you should future-proof your  
business with All Power Services 
 
Anchored by mechanic Matt Sims and electrical tradesman and engineer Geoff Hodges, All 
Power Services wield a unique dual competency in power generation and electrical services. 
That is an unbeatable combination in Papua New Guinea, where the need for reliable backup 
power adds a critical layer to all electrical considerations. It enables us to offer you 
something invaluable:foresight. 
 
We have the knowledge and experience to see the big picture – how everything will work 
together. And that doesn’t only apply to smart mechanical and electrical engineering; with 
both Matt and Geoff having backgrounds in trades, we take a practical, common-sense 
approach to your needs. You can expect our services to provide superior ease of use and 
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future maintenance. Because, ultimately, what we do isn’t about technology – it’s about 
people. 
 
Having delivered everything from basic appliance repairs through complex manufacturing 
processing systems to multi-story building fit-outs has taught us to ask the right questions 
from day one. That’s why clients often get us to join their projects at an early stage, so we 
can liaise with developers, architects and tradespeople in designing functional and 
economical solutions from the ground up. You’ll be surprised at how much time and money 
can be saved by consistently making educated decisions. 
 
This dedication to quality naturally extends to our own employees. Rather than importing 
unknown work ethics and skill sets, we have trained our team of over 40 Papua New 
Guinean professionals ourselves. We’re proud to say that we have fostered a strong culture 
of responsibility and safety.Every staff member takes ownership of their job and is well 
cared for by the company in return. Our human capital just keeps growing. 
 
Of course, we have the tools for the job, too. All Power Services use the latest technical 
assets, such as infrared thermal imaging and data logging equipment, and since we have our 
own wholesale business and strong supplier relationships, spare parts can be sourced on short 
notice.  
 
With a fleet of 12 service vehicles, our branches in Lae, Kimbe and Goroka really are 
perfectly placed to provide you with All Power Services. 
 
 
All Power Services at a glance 
 
• Unique dual competency in power generation and electrical services 
• Industrial, commercial and domestic sales, rentals, installations, servicing and repairs 
• Senior Partners with collective 56 years post-trade experience and over 40 years  
 working in Papua New Guinea. 
• Lae, Kimbe and Goroka branches 
• 40+ licenced mechanical and electrical staff  
• 12 service vehicles 
• Committed to developing national staff through apprenticeships for junior staff and 
 upskilling existing tradespeople with ongoing hands-on training. 
• Strong technical support 
• Own supply of spare parts 
• Thermal imaging 
• Power analysis 
• Fast 24/7 service  
 

____________________ 
 
MORE 
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apsl.com.pg/electrical-services 
 
Product page: electrical services 
 
[Visual: aerial pictures of city lights at night] 
 
 
Electrical services 
 
Mastering electrical services asks for much more than expertise just engineering; it requires a 
deep understanding of people’s different realities and the ability to anticipate their upcoming 
needs. Every part of the solution has to support the particular lifestyle and professional 
requirements of those who are to use and maintain the facility – now and into the future. 
What’s more, in Papua New Guinea, the need for dependable backup power adds a critical 
layer to all electrical considerations. That’s why our Senior Partner and Electrical Engineer 
Geoff Hodges teams up with Senior Partner and Mechanic Matt Sims in delivering solutions 
that look to the entirety of your situation.  
 
At All Power Services, we don’t focus on individual products. We focus on you. 
 
 
Installations 
 
New constructions and renovations 
Covering the full gamut of industrial, commercial and domestic needs, All Power Services 
often join client projects at an early stage, liaising with developers, architects and engineers 
in designing functional and economical solutions from the ground up. Geoff and Matt have a 
combined 56 years’ post-trade and 40 years experience of working in Papua New Guinea, so 
we know to ask the right questions.  
 
Our unique dual competency in electrical services and power generation ensures that you 
won’t paint yourself into the proverbial corner. Drawing on experience from a multitude of 
different projects, we might even be able to help you anticipate what your particular needs 
will be in 10-15 years.  
 
We have trained our own team of over 40 Papua New Guinean professionals ourselves and 
are proud to say that we have fostered a strong culture of responsibility and safety. Every 
staff members takes ownership of their job and is well cared for by the company in return. 
This, of course, includes providing our tradespeople with the right tools for the job. All 
Power Services use the latest technical assets, such as infrared thermal imaging and data 
logging equipment, ensuring absolute precision throughout every step of your project. 
 
For getting things right, there’s no better time than now. 
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Maintenance and repairs 
 
All Power Services operate a fleet of 12 service vehicles, and our senior partners are 
available 24/7 to coordinate immediate responses to emergencies. With our own wholesale 
business and excellent relationships to suppliers, we also have quick access to spare parts.  
 
All Power Services today have over 70 maintenance contracts in Lae alone, and our client 
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. Contact us today for attractive long-term 
service rates. 
 
[Banner with bullet points outlining installation and maintenance services on offer] 
 
Sales 
 
Automatic transfer switches 
Saving a little on the automatic transfer switch can easily end up costing a lot in downtime, 
generator fuel and repairs. You’ll want to invest in a durable ATS – and that can be 
surprisingly hard to do. Or at least, that’s the way it used to be.  
 
A few years back, we trawled the market without finding any ATS that fulfilled our quality 
requirements. So we created our own. We spent a year trialling different components and 
then used the very most robust in a design that is so rationalised and simplistic, any 
experienced electrician can troubleshoot and repair it. The result, the All Power Services 
ATS, is a tough-as-nails unit that can take a surprising amount of abuse and then some. We 
like to think of it as Papua-New-Guinea-rated. 
 
Wholesale parts 
To ensure quick access for our own tradespeople, All Power Services stock a wide range of 
electrical and mechanical parts, which are available for purchase at wholesale rates. We are 
currently developing an online portal for this business. Meanwhile, please direct any parts 
enquiries to 4723144 or msims@apsl.com.pg. 
 
 

____________________ 
 

 
MORE 
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apsl.com.pg/power-generation 
 
Product page: power generation 
 
[Visual: open generating set showing the nuts and bolts of the engine, conveying the largely 
mechanical nature of power generation] 
 
Power generation 
 
In Papua New Guinea, power generation is an inescapable necessity for anyone who cannot 
afford frequent and lengthy periods of downtime. And it’s important not to treat this as 
something separate from your electrical services. Understanding the interplay between power 
generation, mains supply and downstream electrical applications is critical to achieving a 
dependable and cost-efficient solution that will stand the test of time. That’s why our Senior 
Partner and Mechanic Matt Sims teams up with Senior Partner and Electrical Engineer Geoff 
Hodges in delivering power generation that looks to the entirety of your situation.  
 
At All Power Services, we don’t focus on individual products. We focus on you. 
 
 
Sales 
 
Generating sets 
For most applications, we rely on tried-and-tested workhorse engines from Cummins, 
Perkins and Kubota, combined with canopies and controls from Powerlink. This keeps your 
CAPEX low whilst still ensuring dependable long-term operation and quick access to spare 
parts.   
 
For special applications and very demanding environments, we work with the quiet FG 
Wilson models or the almost indestructible German Hatz engines, which come with the 
appropriate brand motto “everything is possible”.  
 
Most importantly, however: we don’t simply sell you a generating set. We sell a solution. 
That means analysing your needs in detail before considering what make and model would 
be appropriate. Employing the latest data-logging equipment, we carefully measure the real, 
apparent and reactive power of your load to accurately size generating sets and on larger 
sites power factor correction units. This is the only way to ensure that you’ll accurately meet 
your power needs without over-sizing your equipment and correspondingly your capital 
outlay and ongoing life cycle expenses. 
 
 
Automatic transfer switches 
Saving a little on the automatic transfer switch can easily end up costing a lot in downtime, 
generator fuel and repairs. You’ll want to invest in a durable ATS – and that can be 
surprisingly hard to do. Or at least, that’s the way it used to be.  
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A few years back, we trawled the market without finding any ATS that fulfilled our quality 
requirements. So we created our own. We spent a year trialling different components and 
then used the very most robust in a design that is so rationalised and simplistic, any 
experienced electrician can troubleshoot and repair it. The result, the All Power Services 
ATS, is a tough-as-nails unit that can take a surprising amount of abuse and then some. We 
like to think of it as Papua-New-Guinea-rated. 
 
Installations  
Power generation brings a range of considerations that might not be immediately obvious to 
an architect or developer. Apart from being relatively loud, generating sets require a great 
deal of ventilation – a large unit may use 30,000 – 40,000 litres of air per minute– and this is 
something often overlooked in building designs. Easy access for refuelling and servicing 
should also be kept in mind, as should air-conditioning intakes, fire safety, underground 
septics, distance from main switchboard and ATS, and a range of other site-specific factors. 
 
Our unique dual competency in power generation and electrical services ensure that you 
won’t paint yourself into the proverbial corner. Drawing on experience from a multitude of 
different projects, we might even be able to help you anticipate what your particular needs 
will be in 10-15 years. 
 
For getting things right, there’s no better time than now. 
 
 
Servicing and spare parts 
All Power Services operate a fleet of 12 service vehicles, and our senior partners are 
available 24/7 to coordinate immediate responses to emergencies. What is more, since we 
have our own wholesale business and enjoy excellent relationships to power generation 
suppliers, we have quick access to spare parts.  
 
Servicing all kinds of generating sets, All Power Services today have over 70 maintenance 
contracts in Lae alone, and our client feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. Contact us 
today for attractive long-term service rates. 
 
Rentals 
All Power Services have a range of dependable power generation equipment available for 
hire. Long-term renters can often even expect to receive brand new equipment to be 
capitalised into our rental fleet to meet their requirements. Contact us today for 
recommendations and quotes. 
 
 

____________________ 
 
 

MORE  
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apsl.com.pg/whole-sale-parts 
 
Product page: wholesale parts 
 
 
Wholesale parts 
 
 
Trade portal coming soon 
To ensure quick access for our own tradespeople, All Power Services stock a wide range of 
electrical and mechanical parts, which are available for purchase at wholesale rates. We are 
currently developing an online portal for this business. Meanwhile, please direct any parts 
enquiries to 4723144 or msims@apsl.com.pg. 
 
 

____________________ 
 

apsl.com.pg/careers 
 
Careers page 
 
 
Power your career 
 
At All Power Services, we are committed to maintaining a strong team of Papua New 
Guinean professionals. Our employees receive thorough training and mentoring by Senior 
Partners Matt Sims and Geoff Hodges, who draw on a combined 56 years of post-trade 
experience. We are also introducing accreditation through the Australia-Pacific Technical 
College for all new apprentices, giving each staff member valuable Australian credentials.  
 
A career with All Power Services means integrating a whole culture of responsibility and 
safety, and it provides each staff member with a wealth of skills and experience from 
working on a wide range of different projects. We have the highest expectations on our 
employees, but we also make sure that everyone gets to enjoy the rewards brought by our 
strong reputation on the market. Our “Take 5” risk-analysis policy and generous employment 
packages are testament to how much we value our team of Papua New Guinean 
tradespeople. 
 
Staff turnover is low, but since we are constantly expanding, there are occasional 
employment opportunities. To enquire about a career with All Power Services, please email 
careers@apsl.com.pg or call our Administration Manager on 4723144 
 
 

____________________ 
 
MORE 
Apsl.com.pg/case-studies 
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Case studies page 
 
Topako Haus 
Delivering a win-win for landlord and tenants 
 
Topako Haus is a three-story, 19-tenancy office building in Lae. Designed and built by head 
contractor Nosrida Ltd, who have over 40 years’ experience in the PNG construction 
industry. Topako Haus is an attractive building that will stand out on the city skyline for 
years to come and it boasts efficiency and conveniences to match its impressive exterior.  
 
All Power Services were contracted to undertake the electrical, standby power generation, 
phone and data installations in Topako Haus. The brief was to meet the extensive air-
conditioning and professional work environment needs with a solution that delivered reliable 
backup power and superior ease of use as well as minimal CAPEX and maximum long-term 
efficiency.   
 
We chose an electronically controlled Cummins generator engine enclosed in an acoustic 
PowerLink canopy with extended-capacity fuel tank for the purpose. Paired with our tough-
as-nails proprietary APS 400amp automatic transfer switch with Terasaki motor operated 
circuit breakers, this provides Topako Haus with 250kVA of dependable power through the 
common mains outages in Lae. 
 
Given the frequency of mains outages and the considerable expense of generator fuel 
consumed, the landlord also wanted a system for invoicing tenants for all power costs 
without the need for constant checking of individual tenant meters. All Power Services 
delivered a failsafe solution: a Conlog metering system that enables landlord to sell prepaid 
power to the tenants. The landlord now gets paid in advance for every last kWh used, 
whether it’s fed through the mains supply or generator. And every tenant can easily check 
their balance on a digital display in their office without any need for going to the switch 
room. It can’t get much more convenient than this for either party: a strong selling point for 
the landlord of any office building in PNG. 
 
 
NCI Packaging 
Reducing costs whilst improving production quality 
 
Running a large drum and can manufacturing plant in Lae at Taraka since 1994, NCI 
Packaging approached All Power Services to rebuild the automation of their drum-painting 
process. 
 
The secret to the original automated process lay within a 30-year-old programmable logic 
controller (PLC). But since the PLC was damaged and spare parts no longer available, the 
original programming could neither be read nor copied. All Power Services had to build a 
solution from scratch.  
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We started by sourcing a modern PLC with sufficient timers and relay inputs and outputs. 
Then began the difficult task of analysing and programming every step of the process in a 
50-metre section of the 205L drum manufacturing line. In addition to the programming 
work, this involved servicing and adjusting many of the limit switches and proximity sensors 
that keep the PLC informed of exact drum locations throughout the process. 
 
Once the initial programming and refurbishments had been taken care of, we liaised closely 
with NCI engineers in fine-tuning the manufacturing process. The result was a production 
line vastly superior to the original solution: All Power Services greatly reduced the amount 
of manual input required; optimised the dispensing of expensive consumables (paint); 
increased production quality; and brought production time and costs down considerably.  
 
For more information about this or other projects, please feel free to contact Matt Sims on 
msims@apsl.com.pg or Geoff Hodges on ghodges@apsl.com.pg.  
 
 
Angau Memorial Hospital 
Making major installations without disrupting care 
 
As part of the Australia-Papua New Guinea deal on asylum seekers, the two governments 
committed to refurbishing the deteriorated Angau Memorial Hospital. Tenders went out, and 
All Power Services was selected to supply and install the fire safety system, which had to be 
compliant with Australian Standard AS1670-1. 
 
The project asked for considerable co-ordination of tradespeople and medical staff. Much of 
the installation work would be carried out in the ceiling space above operating theatres, 
general wards, intensive-care units and administration areas that remained operational 
throughout the project. A thorough Job Safety & Environmental Awareness (JSEA) program 
was conducted, and All Power Services staff stayed flexible to allow for unforeseen patient 
needs.  
 
At the end of the project, nearly 10km of cable, 260 fire detectors, 19 manual call points, 19 
ward connection points and over 80 announcement speakers had been installed throughout 
the 16 zones in the two-storey hospital. These major works were all carried out without risk 
to patients and with the hospital continuously providing medical care.  
 
All Power Services have now been contracted to undertake other electrical works at Angau 
Memorial Hospital as well as a separate project at the adjacent school of nursing.  
 
For more information about this or other projects, please feel free to contact Matt Sims on 
msims@apsl.com.pg or Geoff Hodges on ghodges@apsl.com.pg.  
 
 

____________________ 
MORE  
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apsl.com.pg/partners 
 
Partners 
 
Drawing on several decades’ experience in Papua New Guinea, All Power Services have 
partnered with a select few quality suppliers who have proven their worth in our challenging 
tropical environment.  
 
PowerLink 
This company specialises in diesel and gas generators, CHP (combined heat power) units, 
mobile lighting towers and air compressors. PowerLink generator sets combine their 
proprietary canopies and Deep Sea Control systems with workhorse engines from well-
known manufacturers Kubota, Cummins and Perkins, enabling us to keep client CAPEX at a 
minimum whilst still ensuring dependable long-term operation. 
 
Thanks to PowerLink’s extensive distributor network throughout Asia/Pacific and our close 
relationship with their Sydney office, All Power Services are able to offer the full range of 
power generation products as well as quick delivery of parts in those rare cases when we do 
not have the required spares in stock ourselves. 
 
www.powerlinkworld.com  
 
AllightSykes 
AllightSykes manufacture industry-leading Allight portable lighting plants and Sykes pump 
sets, and are master dealers throughout the Australia/Pacific region for FG Wilson generators 
and Perkins parts and engines. They have technological expertise that goes far beyond what 
can be expected from your average distributor. With detailed knowledge of every product 
they sell, their Spare Parts Division provides us with exceptionally reliable and quick 
service.  
 
Thanks to our close relationship with AllightSykes and the considerable volume of business 
we do, we can actually offer lower prices on their range of Perkins, FG Wilson and other 
products in PNG than you would get as a retail client going directly to the company.  
 
www.allightsykes.com 
www.perkins.com  
www.fgwilson.com 
 
Hatz 
Founded back in 1880, German engineering company Hatz are widely known for their 
incredibly robust diesel engines. Their brand motto is “everything is possible”, and those 
who have seen what a Hatz engine can withstand would agree that they do well in living up 
to it. 
 
With a global network of over 500 service centres, Hatz are perfectly positioned to service 
even the most remote areas with engines ranging from 1.5kW to 56kW. At All Power 
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Services, we recommend these more or less indestructible units for demanding special 
applications.  
 
www.hatz-diesel.com  
 
 
 

____________________ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




